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Medusa guide dota 1

The insidious creatures living with eons in Nazjatar Gorgon's underwater prison were unwittingly freed during the war between the outbreak of King Arthas and the dragon on the icy shores of North Rende. Medusa is greeted by the blessing of immortality. Gifted with an enthusiastic sense of archery and a relationship with magic from birth, she has honed her skills over a number
of ages. - Distinguish multiple enemies with a single volley of arrows, making them feel discouraged by lightning sounds and even assemble as mana's protective armor. Like her name, Medusa instills a paralyzing fear in everything that dares cross her path. Creating this hero is quite simple, just lift all the statistics, that is the main requirement. The STR base is quite small, but for
HP, INT statistics are also important, and the more statistics he has, the more likely it is to raise it as soon as it matters. Medusa has a bouncy nuke that can absorb mana, can make arrows divided into several directions, capable of preventing damage to the shield and ultinya disable the area. Without teammates, Medusa would have trouble killing, otherwise Medusa alone would
have trouble killing the main focus of medusa created here for his semi-tank potential, how to create his statistics so that he could be a TB ditim that can rely on PUSH and Defense. DAMAGE: 44 - 50 Armour: 1.8 HP: 416 HP Regen: 0.67 Mana: 247 Mana Regen: 0.77 Movespeed: 300 Range: 600 (Range) Missile Speed: 1200 Sight Range: 1800 (day) / 800 (night) Advantages
and disadvantages of EXCELLENCE 1. 4.hp not only makes it 'thick', but mana also of weaknesses 1. These arrows handle a lower percentage of her normal damage. Level 1 - 4 Arrows, each 50% damage, level 2 - 4, each arrow 60% damage, level 3 - 4, each arrow 70% damage, level 4 - 4 each arrow, 80% damage. Major strike slams slow It will hit only one target (which you
'click'), the other 3 arrows will point to the nearest enemy of that target, Klo to activate the km. Get 3 more 'split shooting' skills with 75% more leek emang creep. This BS attacks in all directions (360'), although the enemy behind the origin will enter your attack range. Continue to attack enemies near the tower. Your image also shows a separate klo km, enabling split images
before creating the illusion. Mystic snake, a fascinating snake made of energy, jumps from the target to target damage, manage and steal some energy. After achieving the final goal, it jumps back to Medusa to fill with mana. Snake manages more damage and steals more mana per jump. Snake's Power increases by 25% per jump, Level 1 - 80 Base Damage, 20 Base Jumps,
Triple Jump, Level 2 - 120 Base Damage, 30 Base Jumps, 4 Jumps, Level 3 - 160 Base Damage, Jump 5, Level 4 - 200, Base Damage 50 Base Jump 6 Every time it steals (occurs only in units with mana). The amount stolen increases by 25% of the base value, each time a damage is increased by 25% of the base value. Mana cost: 140/150/160/170Kooldown: 14 seconds more
enemies in the target area, better because every time this skill is mantul damage and the sum is absorbed plus 25% even on a scale of 4 man klotul sampe 6 times more damage you can give up to 1800 ++ (1400 with resistance spells) and 450++ mana mana The snake's speed is 633 and when it bounces passively, this 'snake' bounces the nearest enemy from the target at 833
speed, where the shield creates a shield that absorbs 50% of the damage taken by the mana of the Medusa. 1 - 0.75 Mana Point Damage Level 2 - 1.25 Damage to Mana Point Level 3 - 1.75 Mana Points Damage Level 4 - 2.25 Damage to Mana Points Mana Cost: 0 Cooldown: 10-second armor won't reduce what you need to block damage. In that case, the shield receives only
half of all damage for the other half block as part of the armor. For example, you get 300 damage, 150 damage from manalo using mana and 150 damages you tp dropped by your silence, armor and punishment, of course, stop this skill and the illusion/image you ga get this skill. The disabled stone unit has 100% magic resistance and uses additional damage from physical attacks
Level 1 - Slows down movement attacks and spins speed and rocks after 2 seconds. Stone units use 50% bonus damage, affecting any unit with a line of sight at any interval in the full range of 5 seconds after throwing. These skills affect the hero who looks at you when you see the movements begin to slow down and it is difficult to change the direction of view. The worst thing is
when an enemy sees you for more than two seconds. He'll rock in 3 seconds, so it's best for the enemy to chase you. This skill is the solution for those who fear the relentless onset of broodmother, the blood rupture of the incontinence of the lican and other skill-building 1. 13. The Stone Stare 7. Statistics 21. Statistics 22. Statistics 23. Statistics 24. By getting early statistics that
are very helpful medusa do the final hit/reject/nyicil HP opponent statistics also increase your mana capacity, the more mana you, the thicker your medusa, in other words, your stats go up, the more 'so' your medusa. Mystic Snake is your main nuke skill, in addition to helping you nyicil hp opponents. In addition, ngisi manamu, damagenya at levels 1 and 2 is terrible, must be
dimentokin klo ga that you immediately lose in this level 4 km skill. You can make 300 profits after deducting your entire charge for shields (your defense) that protect your defensive skills in the mid-mile game. The shield was just taken at level 8 because the INT statistics are already bagusan, so at the beginning of the game km ga it is possible to exchange damage (nukers) that
you are very little 2 levels is enough, then in the middle of the game, the rest will take in the middle of the game. Staring stones into the best areas ulti support is actually not very useful, not leverage tweezers, but the same aja with nge slow one area slama 5 seconds. And since slownya has been good, then slownya beda2 some aj with level 2, so level 2 will be taken at level 15
to increase your split shot for pushing in the middle game. Create and play items based on you want to buy one, both useful for your patience. Boots of speed must notk+ 50 ms early Draft Pick Medusa 1. Many Stone stares and counters his split shot. 2.Your team wants to push like the tanker of 3.you like heroes from greek mythology. 4.Need a single hero... Don't choose 1. I do
not want to be a tanker 4 crows know this hero and crow know what to do. 5. You are not familiar with joining the battle of the ato team 'war', the point is that km klo excellent is not in the 'war' role carry/semi-carry = Semi Ganker / Disabler / Warder = you are not Gankers! Choose gorgon lane, then buy a circle, gauntlet/ The middle game makes you easier to meet the large needs
of the user medusa is the level cepat2 naikin (statistics naikin) skill build me on emang ga ngambil at the shield in the early game it is because hp and you emang still less, with tango aj km get enough to survive the klo safe play, you take the first game to nge-last, and you emang still less, with tango aj km get enough to survive the klo player safe, you take the first game to nge-
last, and the km. There will be trouble hitting ngelast with attack damage and attack speed that sucks, so tackling this dangerous snake nuke this mile skill, take the nge-last hit at the nyicil opponent once and dominate the lane (the hero nukers the king of his early game) with the shield you become very thick, but for the early game much better at km. The good thing is km. Buy
chicken, don't bother to take home the ngambil items by km. I have to admit that klo medusa is a hero with the lowest HP in DotA at level 1 (416), luna aj at HP 435 still requires statistics at level 1, apart from hp worst duration of attack and attack animation, your damage to the violent nge-last hit will not be as simple as the other boring first game for medusa, but calm your level
increases more interesting, you will not forget to increase the mana level, do not forget to 'close' before the time is activated again. On level 6, grab the staring stone, so leave it where you want to use the stone gaze every time it is in the buttocks. Km can also be used to attack opponents or have friends who move km to the middle. Mo nge-butt for the duration of the rock stare
(level 1) km. will get 6-7 hits, and if it does not kill the last hit with the mystic snake, buy a bracer klo difference of your opponent hero too cepat2 buy shoes, then jadiin preseverance, after that it depends on the link jadiin directly or buy yasha before for MS.MID linken sphere core list for Medusa Regen and synchronize as much statistics for you as a semitank because of the entry.
It also blocks spells, especially stun-stun enemies, target MANTA STYLE Well, the first km can + 10 stats, all dr ultimate orb statistics make you even better. Secondly, this list will make you more crazy, push me already jelasin your image can also do a split shot, which means this is your DPS list because km bs attack 12 arrows when attacking (along with 2 imagesmu) remember!
Using this means the mana shield is 'closed', so always activate the shield back after 'split'. I think km can be called 'so' with this item just buy aj protection item next 2 MID STRATEGY. Actually, the middle game is not too interesting for medusa, still quite the same as in the first game, but the creep is more delicious and the gold is smoother, with a focus on leveling and jadiin, your
main item, Manta Style, although km pusher is also good, but pushing your potential nge is to use km to save gold as well. Creeping remains the main priorias in the middle of the game, the result that km gets early will make you creep in the middle of the game more easily, especially the little snake you should. mentok and km Using your real creeping skills this time is to split the
shot, but split the only shot you use for creeping/pushing aj, off-kan klo moge-butt or some situation using the faster the km. It depends on the situation, but Manta style is your main item and whenever you hold it, you become and then forget to creep, start joining your opponent's butt wars everywhere while pushing too, remember! Split shots are not the skills to nge-butt, so leave
first. To push to activate split images first, then use manta to create 2 images with split images, but for the bottom, km ga requires a split image to achieve 100% focus damage to 1 aj target, including your image. The middle game means you have to show your team ability to show that your team has 'medusa'. As a tanker support team with medusa should be able to be excellent,
which means that timwork is in your hands, use the glaring stone in time and time, it is best to use it after the opponent uses ultinya to attack the 'area' with the same aj km, causing the opponent to lose ulti and, for example, after treant protector uses his overgrowth or hit 'hit'. (except gold, this time you collect by nge-butt while pushing the gold collector to buy skadi skadi formula
is a single orb effect list that can be effective with semprna with a split shot (skadi does orb result for the 'range' attack). You have a list of dps the main purpose of buying this km is not for his orb effect. Slow) but still because the formula statistics are 2 ultimate orb means +20 total statistics and +20 statistics AGI increase the attack speed mu semi list dps ni +20 INT and + 20
STR increase your durability Okelaa, slow still useful even if only 1 aj target affected effect (km. Oh yes, your picture ga ngefek ama this list, although the slow animation and slowx state of the target kliatan, but actually no slow effect at all, statistics from skadi to 675 HP and 475 which means km get 1625 HP ( 675 HP + 950 HP of damage in the block, which uses 475) At the
heart of TARASQUE, the main items for the medusa tanker also include the tanker DPS, HP Hero and Mana, you work together a lot big HP means that you survive and MANA gede also means that your HP is safe. PT add statistics this list is useful for heroes who want more damage in the ealy game but with Yasha you actually have statistics and ms list these MJOLNIR
alternatives dr HoT, klo ngerasa udah bs nge-tank without HoT, increase your DPS, and I recommend this list the most. Orb effect (chain lghtng) emang orb effect, tp ngefek kok (still called) although km megang skadi and split shot atifza do kyanon alternative dr hot aj this entry loser because ga shot isolation will be able to hit the key, everything just the goal at km. That's a major
strike he's suffered from only 75% damage, which means that buri kloza has 2.2 times, so 75 x 220 = 160% km loss of so many damage. bottom line km ga has been completely damaged from this list and klo need repair damage buy luxury mjolnir buy this early in the game klo mua this item is very useful for other cheap items medusa to statistics nambahin km also bs ngisi hp and
place with this item Klo udah 15 new 'charger' km. use klo need to add 225 HP and 225 mana, I think it is the same aj that you nambahin 675 HP ( 225 HP and 225 to block damage 450 (do not reduce armor/reduce spells), which shield level 4) AYAM Klo, km must always be in the lane and km emang bsa long in lane because of skill 2 mnnjang, buy chicken, upgrade Boots of this
list trip is bad for heroes to attack areas like km. Even in the first game, though, gold is not a problem for you. This list is a late early game list, always useful with BoT, MS you kira2 udah 429 (plus yasha), delicious bgt ngeliat medusa with ms at large. This one also increases your armor. Butterfly, apart from the remaining slot items that I recommend most in this late game, do not
enter the main item or choice because it loses manta and statsnya cuma more. doang, for your DPS is a good bgt, but bagusan manta that makes you attack 12 arrows, choose that? Fast attack with large damage tp only 1 arrow ato attack 12 arrows per attack with total damage at WTF!still remember ga klo tuh hero pusher your potential there klo ga pake split shot (meaning km
ga like manta kan ..) the same aj km to determine your push potential, but klo km buy butterflies in the game tip km. Therefore, the deh killer attack cuirass isolated shot attack physical space again with the negative armor aura of this item push very useful BKB actually HoT much better than a lot of permanent tank items 'so now klo BKB usually activate the duration will shorten
Byasanya BKB for hero2 tank-initiators km. Non-'open war' attack space your 2 skills, including ultimu, must be used on time to attack or defend friends SACRED RELIC /RADIANCE Buy this for the final slot klo ga tau mo buy nothing again after buying all the main items above this list is the most suitable space attack your skills, this item also attacks the area. Bad items
DESOLATOR Taulah this orb effect and ga ngefek with your split shooting skills. The same aj with other items 2 orb effects such as skedi, dominator of DIFUSAL BLADE reminds me of medusa T_T the staring stone is more than clear because the area attack arcane boots sama aj km ga such as medusa his new skills (mystic snake), more mananya lost snake mystic ama
seoul/bloodstone tanker item too, But ga nambahin statistics, the sucker of km needs more statistics hp ato more hood of deviance yack this early game list also (for regennya) klo spell resistance this is very good, but the 'first item' of this game will defeat HoT in the late game. The end game, the end strategy is the team's battle time, and every time there is a km, 'war' must always
be there, but your main goal in the end game is to push the km. Have separate shooting skills that deal 300% damage (but are divided into 4 arrows), so activate your continuous shooting isolation, don't be keen to kill your job, not the killer, right? Your task is to eliminate all your opponents, protect your friends by staring at their horsepower shrink stones with two space spells (split
shot and little snakes) and finally tank them because km satu2nya the thickest hero AGI with Mana Shield, it's appropriate that your responsibility is tanker too, the point is you are a 'support' hero in the team, km fight emang destined for it. Medusa can do with the existence of skadi, I hope your level will be slightly above your enemy level or farther away, so it's time to finish the
game because Skadi makes your push stronger. Image isolation has the highest potential now, always try to enable split-foot in-game ends, so your friends won't have trouble klo. But actually there's also a situation where the shooting split should be km. Split SHOT, when is it used? Splitting the image into a 'situation' skill will not change from medusa klo activate this skill unless
your arrow becomes 4, that means increasing your DPS up to 200% from 100% menajdi (75% x 4) 300% the problem is km ga panah2 will lead (apart from the target arrow 'you click' first) Even klo there are only 2 creeps such as camp centar give it and 'off'kan klo centaur only 1 aj secondly: creep in the lane in the first game with attack speed and severe damage km mungagin
use it tp klo km with yasha or manta especially skadi km should activate aj km can aj n-lastge hit all creeps Thirdly: creep in the lane with the hero, actually this is a little awkward klo there are 2 heroes that activate aj, klo even 3 even better Klo has skadi km must define 1 hero you slow (because skadi only nge slow 1 goal) and let the other three stray arrows hero, but Klo has only
1 hero there, and although many creeps do not activate the split shot attack hero aj km wants to give the biggest damage to km. It can itch (to ngusir, even turtle slaughter it). Remember that the other three arrows attack the nearest enemy from the target (except the tower), so if there are many heroes there and many creeps as well, try to approach the hero2. To isolate shoot
them and not creep but klo ga do not creep there km ga repot2 near lg four: nge-buttocks, although there are a lot of heroes there, km must give your biggest damage which means not activate split shot, focus on one hero target aj. To the tower, crai Good position to attack the tower, so that the other three arrows can also attack creep ato heroes around it, and because the
separate area shot is 360', actually km ga repot2, as long as they are within your attack range. Shoot your split, and attack aj tower with your biggest damage. At enemy headquarters means that km arrives at the tower and barracks (the main task pusher to knock it down), still use the position that makes you attack the tower/barracks with your split shot, which means that km
closest to your enemy, because you are also an oil tanker, you do not need to wonder if there is a hero, do not attack the hero. Klo km attack barracks / split tower shooting Bs lead to that hero as well tp klo attack hero split ga will attack tower / barracks focus on barracks / aj tower will always have your friends at ngecover km always Their responsibility points of defending each
other aj the latest: defence headquarters is your responsibility too klo with nge pushing km. Always activate the split shot, what pushes your base, focus on cleaning creep2 immediately with so that teman2 mu bs freely attack his hero, or they are retreating aj (without creeping them having trouble pushing loh) friend EZALOR Kloge-pick, forget the middle solo, se-lane with him,
ngisi you are with your aj ngisi hp too, ga ngsidian destroyer He has essense aura skills, so km ga have to worry about running out of mana by being 'nukers' using mystic snakes constantly because that's where you'll be sent back with this aura. Where are you back = your cell phone back then URSA Ursa is 'in love' with you so much and hero2 with a disabled area like you ursa
must be as close to her goal as possible because all her skills are 'melee' and with the help of your vicious gaze she will be 'in love' with you more XP INITIATOR they are very important for you who set the right time to km. So after they launch the war, then you start attacking and prepare to use the AOE STUNNER stone gaze, the longer their stun duration bs also use the chains
after the duration of their stun is complete, and then make you master the space longer by using your vicious gaze CHASER/killer. lg because he can destroy you dry this way, shieldmu ga will block the damage from his void lg Terrorblade (credit: Leonardo Gunawan) that the shield does not affect the same Sunder NERUBIAN ASSASSINS AJ that burns the sewer, you are klo
your opponent, his lane him (in the middle, for example), paraaah, In fact, he is not as bad as Molina EZALOR hopes to be a friend, rather than an enemy, the leaked sangaaat hurts you need high intelligence for medusa users with opponents EZALOR user ezalor copo will definitely be told 'that leak' pakein HEROYANG PAKE DIFUSAL THAT SHIELD HAS PROBLEMS PURE
DAMAGE THAT YOUR SHIELD WON NOT RUN MAX PERMABASHER No matter how thick the tanker they still are. They (his bashing) are dangerous to hero2, with a longer animated attack duration, longer duration. klo got to stick with permabash them easy enemies hahaha special content ^^ DPS SKILL what makes them dangerous is their ultimate and ulti they dalah dps fail
with your stone gaze and klo they do not have ulti they become very easy to master. With such insatiable hunger, despite having 70% life and nge slow tp klo ga bs attack km even if ultinya useless aj the same with blood rupturenya, klo km ga move a bit, so rupturenya sia2, and bs make you do not have to run just make the blood ga can approach you. Moreover, sven, sven that
smells strenght let alone can pu doble damage, must be damaged attack 'dewa', tp klo he ga nyerang km seklaipun, ga donk useful. Some heroes are dangerous, they are very easy to kill you. But they are also very easy to kill, just slow down the km. There's a lot of opportunity to kill them. They are int hero2 hunters in the mid-end combo spell game every time they use combo
spellnya, it is your chance to kill them after using their first spell, especially if it happens to be blocked by links, use rocks, stare and kill. But it will be a bit of a battle to deal with the smallest spell combos, shaking with its echo jg. Image/UNIT CONVERTERS can die instantly if exposed to rock staring. Just off the flashback, medusa used to have chain light and wash, washed ever
as ulti rubbish (i.e. not ulti aj), but now medusa becomes benar2 supported by his vicious gaze. Medusa wearer wants a little courage, never regret klo is just support in the team 'score is not the determinant of victory, but TEAMWORK' Klo ga focus creep in the early game, you become an ATM in the late game, without completing the bug list km medusa and klo ga can support
(selfish) never pake medusa before teman2 you are always dead klo ga know nge support, remember that the mainin medusa most needed is trust by your friends, you can be brave *Sekian *thank you for all the advice, complete input, etc. Thank you:) :)
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